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Abstract

Nucleic acids are the natural cargo of viruses and key determinants that affect viral shell stability. 

In some cases the genome structurally reinforces the shell, whereas in others genome packaging 

causes internal pressure that can induce destabilization. Although it is possible to pack 

heterologous cargoes inside virus-derived shells, little is known about the physical determinants of 

these artificial nanocontainers’ stability. Atomic force and three-dimensional cryo-electron 

microscopy provided mechanical and structural information about the physical mechanisms of 

viral cage stabilization beyond the mere presence/absence of cargos. We analyzed the effects of 

cargo–shell and cargo–cargo interactions on shell stability after encapsulating two types of 

proteinaceous payloads. While bound cargo to the inner capsid surface mechanically reinforced 

the capsid in a structural manner, unbound cargo diffusing freely within the shell cavity 

pressurized the cages up to ~30 atm due to steric effects. Strong cargo–cargo coupling reduces the 

resilience of these nanocompartments in ~20% when bound to the shell. Understanding the 

stability of artificially loaded nanocages will help to design more robust and durable molecular 

nanocontainers.
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Introduction

Synthetic biomimetic nanostructures are revolutionizing materials designed at the nanoscale. 

Inspired by nature, where intracellular structures act as optimized nanocompartments, new 

self-assembling biological systems have been generated with growing interest in biology, 

chemistry, and materials science.1–7 Virus-like particles (VLP) showing a controlled 

hierarchical assembly are easy to produce, and their structure can accommodate 

modifications of their inner and/or outer surfaces. These attributes enable the incorporation 

of artificial cargos in the VLP, such as small molecules,7–9 metal nanoparticles10–12 or 

proteins,8 to produce hybrid materials that can be used for a broad range of applications. The 

confinement of proteins inside VLP permits the modulation, spatial control and protection of 

their enzymatic activity in a variety of environments, and has evident interest for 

pharmaceutical and nano-technological applications.13–15

The development of robust, stable nanocages able to maintain their structure is crucial for 

their durability under harsh environmental conditions, and some successful strategies can be 

adopted from nature. Genetic material can reinforce natural viral shells after packing via 
structural interaction with the viral shell, similar to the way beams buttress the structure of a 

building.16,17 In other cases, the genome destabilizes the viral shell by inducing outward 

pressurization that stiffens the viral particles.18–20 Therefore, the stability of protein-derived 

cages loaded with heterologous proteins depends not only on the presence of its internal 

cargo, but also on the mutual cargo–shell and cargo–cargo interplay, as in the case of their 

natural counterparts.

Virus-like particles (VLP) derived from the Salmonella typhimurium bacteriophage P22 are 

suitable models to address some of these questions, as it is a versatile and well-characterized 

system in virology and nanomaterial synthesis.21,22 The P22 VLP capsid is built of 420 

copies of a coat protein (CP) that assembles into a T = 7 icosahedral shell with the aid of 

100–300 copies of scaffolding proteins (SP); the SP C-terminal helix–loop–helix motif 

interacts with the CP. In contrast to authentic phages, these VLPs have 12 identical pentons 

with no portal.23 P22 VLP procapsids (PC) undergo a series of well-defined structural 

transitions after heating that generate mature viral shells (EX particles), emulating 

bacteriophage P22 maturation.21,22,24 This capsid transition (PC → EX) involves an increase 

in the internal volume of ~35%, as well as capsid shell thinning and a decrease in its 

porosity.

Heterologous expression of CP and N-terminal-truncated SP fused to other gene products 

results in self-assembly of the PC (59.6 nm outer diameter, 46 450 nm3 internal volume); 

heating at 65 °C for 20 min yields the EX (64.8 nm, 71 900 nm3) (Fig. 1A). We used the SP 

fusion strategy to incorporate enhanced green fluorescence protein (EGFP) or β-glucosidase 

from the hyperthermophile Pyrococcus furiosus (CelB) into the VLP interior when 

expressed in Escherichia coli together with CP (Fig. 1B). As the interaction between EGFP 

monomers is anticipated to be weaker than those between CelB monomers, which form 

spontaneous tetramers inside the shell,25 we used these two proteins to study the effects of 

cargo–cargo coupling. The ability of the PC structure to mature into the EX morphology 

while maintaining its cargo allowed us to address the effects of cargo–shell coupling. During 
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maturation, the SP C-terminal segment of the SP-cargo protein is unbound from the interior 

surface shell, resulting in soluble cargo molecules inside the EX.21,24,26–32

Here we combined the mechanical and structural information obtained from atomic force 

microscopy (AFM) and three-dimensional cryo-electron microscopy (3D cryo-EM) to 

describe physico-chemical mechanisms that influence the stability of synthetic P22 protein 

cages. Our results show that the interplay between the cargo and the shell determines 

whether the mechanical reinforcement is structure- or pressure-induced, as happens in 

natural viral cages. Cargo bound to the shell provides structural reinforcement to the P22 

procapsid, although a strong cargo–cargo interaction renders particles more brittle. In the 

expanded form, cargo–shell interactions are removed and the SP-associated cargo proteins 

remain inside the particle in a “free” soluble state that pressurizes the expanded structure up 

to 3 MPa.

Results and discussion

Three-dimensional structure of cargo-loaded P22 VLP

We used 3D cryo-EM to analyze the structures of two morphologies of heterologous 

bacteriophage P22 T = 7 VLP, termed PC and EX, loaded with a cargo of EGFP or CelB. 

Empty PC and EX were included as controls (Fig. 2). We used HPLC size exclusion 

chromatography with multi-angle light scattering (MALS) to determine the number of cargo 

copies per particle, and found 128 ± 1 CelB and 220 ± 5 EGFP monomers. Fig. 2A shows 

cryo-EM images of these purified P22 VLP with different morphologies, imaged at −170 °C 

using a 200 kV cryo-electron microscope. A 3D reconstruction (3DR) was calculated for 

each of the six sets of particle types (Fig. 2B–D). Based on a Fourier shell correlation (FSC) 

coefficient, the resolutions achieved were between 12 and 16 Å (Fig. S1†). Particle 

diameters were determined from radial density profiles from the 3DR (Fig. 2E). Whereas 

spherical PC (empty, EGFP- or CelB-loaded) had a 298 Å outer radius, EX form measured 

324 Å. This capsid expansion range is similar in bacteriophages P22, λ and HK97.33

Cargo-loaded PC and EX had the same size and general morphology as empty PC and EX. 

The P22 PC were T = 7 isometric structures formed by 72 capsomers, 60 of which are 

skewed CP hexamers and 12 are CP pentamers, as they lack the portal structure (Fig. 2B, 

top).22 Empty PC showed densities at the inner surfaces of the hexamers, due to SP C-

terminal residues, which cannot be accounted for by the CP (Fig. 2C, arrows), as 

reported.21,22,24

Images of EGFP- or CelB-loaded PC (EGFP-PC or CelB-PC) were darker than the empty 

counterparts (Fig. 2A), which indicated the presence of packed cargos. After imposing 

icosahedral symmetry, the 3DR showed that cargo density (within a 220 Å radius) was 

organized as a thick shell beneath the PC shell, with numerous connections to the PC inner 

surface (Fig. 2C, middle [EGFP-] and right [CelB-PC]). As in in vivo-matured virions, P22 

EX were more angular than PC, and the hexons became symmetrical hexamers (Fig. 2D). 

Heat-induced capsid maturation untethered EGFP- or CelB-fused SP from the EX interior 

†Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available: 6 figures, 3 tables and theory. See DOI: 10.1039/c6nr01007e
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surface and cargos were observed as free densities in the capsid interior (Fig. 2A), in 

concordance with wild-type P22 procapsid release of SP after heating.34

AFM topographical analysis of empty and cargo-loaded P22 VLP in vitro

Fixation of protein shells to a flat substrate via hydrophobic35 and/or electrostatic 

interactions36 is a requisite for AFM. Each protein shell has individual features such as 

hydrophobic patches or local charge densities, resulting in distinct attachment forces. For a 

specific shell, these forces can even reduce the height of the softest virus-like 

morphologies37 although this is not always the case.20,38

The precise combination of factors that leads to this partial collapse remains undefined, but 

so far a decrease in height has been always accompanied by a decrease in the mechanical 

stiffness of the specimen.

Representative AFM images of each VLP type adsorbed on glass (see Materials & methods) 

showed partial collapse (Fig. 3A), which allowed us to carry out a comparative study of 

particle deformability. Whereas empty VLP showed a height decrease of ~10% compared 

with their native size in cryo-EM, cargo-loaded VLP maintained heights near 100% of the 

cryo-EM value (Fig. 3B). The limited shell deformation of cargo-loaded VLP suggested that 

these particles were more rigid than their empty counterparts.

Cargo–cargo and cargo–shell interactions determine P22 PC mechanics

VLP mechanical stability can be assessed systematically using nano-indentation curves of 

individual particles. This procedure involves deformation of single particles with an AFM 

tip until the specimen breaks. The force vs. the indention curve (FIC) obtained in these 

experiments provides two mechanical parameters that are linked to the rigidity and 

brittleness of the particle probed.39,40 Fig. 4A shows a characteristic FIC performed on an 

intact EGFP-PC. AFM images taken before and after the FIC demonstrated the rupture of 

the shell, which in this case caused a crack associated with a reduction in height from 57 to 

47 nm (Fig. 4A, right). Other examples of this sort of experiments can be found in Fig. S2.†

Particle rigidity is related to the slope of the curve (also termed spring constant, k) and the 

maximum deformation the particle can withstand before rupturing defines the critical 

indentation (δcritical), a measure of brittleness.41 The ratio between this critical deformation 

and particle height (h) before deformation accounts for critical strain,  (Fig. 

4A, inset), which is the parameter that we used in our experiment to establish differences in 

particle brittleness.41 Our AFM data showed that EGFP- and CelB-PC were more rigid than 

empty PC (Fig. 4B top, Table S1†), in agreement with our initial topographical analysis (Fig. 

3). To determine the cause of this difference in stiffness we analyzed the cryo-EM maps in 

detail. Comparison of the average radial densities of empty and full PC particles indicated 

that most cargo localized in a shell beneath the capsid wall within a 216–107 Å radius (Fig. 

2E, top). Whereas the empty PC structure showed a single spherical layer corresponding to 

the capsid shell, full PC presented an extra concentric layer corresponding to cargos. These 

data suggested that the stiffening was caused by a structural reinforcement that could be 

evaluated by continuous elasticity modeling. Simplification of these complex structures to 
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homogeneous shells42–45 permits estimation of the ratio of the Young’s modulus of the 

capsid (Es) and the cargo (Ec). The radial density derived from the cryo-EM data indicated 

that empty- and loaded-PC had effective thicknesses of ~7.5 and ~17.5 nm, respectively 

(Fig. 2E). Finite element modeling estimated Es/Ec of 7 and 10 for EGFP and CelB cargos, 

respectively (ESI, Fig. S3A†), indicating that the capsid shell is approximately ten times 

more rigid than the cargo “shell”. Therefore, the container might be able to offer protection 

to the contents because of its higher Young’s modulus.

Whereas both packed cargos have a similar influence on the rigidity of the particles, there 

was a difference in brittleness between EGFP- and CelB-loaded PC compared to empty 

shells (Fig. 4B bottom, Table S1†). To evaluate this difference in strain, we performed 

docking analysis of the P22 CP model [Ca model, Protein Data Bank (PDB) ID 2XYY,21 

and the SP C-terminal region (residues 238–303, PDB ID 2GP8)46] in the empty and loaded 

PC cryo-EM density maps. The SP C terminus fitted well in the triangular density at the 

internal surface of the PC skewed hexamers (Fig. 4C left, blue). This SP-related density was 

also well preserved in the EGFP-PC at the same radial position, and showed the connections 

between the CP shell and cargo (Fig. 4C middle, green). CelB-PC connections were more 

disordered in this region than empty and EGFP-PC, and SP-mediated connections were 

irregular and less defined (Fig. 4C right, red). This scenario is compatible with the existence 

of fewer SP-mediated connections for CelB-PC than for EGFP-PC. Whereas EGFP 

molecules remain as monomers, CelB monomers strongly interact to form tetramers25 

whose assembly could affect the SP–CP interaction. CelB monomers are connected to CP by 

a 123 amino acid linker that joins the cargo with the SP–CP binding domain. We propose 

that CelB tetramers inside the PC shell would tighten some of these SP-mediated 

connections, leading to an additional geometrical constraint that might reduce capsid subunit 

mobility during nanoindentations (Fig. 4D, top). In contrast, the monomeric conditions of 

EGFP would not impose any constraint on the SP linkers (Fig. 4D, bottom). The reduced 

mobility of the CelB-PC structural subunits would render more brittle particles, resulting in 

lower critical strain for CelB-PC (εcritical = 0.14) than for EGFP-PC (εcritical = 0.17) (Table 

S1†).

Beyond the breaking force, indentation curves (Fig. S2,† top) undergo an abrupt decay 

informing about how fast the tip penetrates the virus. Although with high variability, post-

fracture curves show that the cantilever decays to low deflection values quicker on empty PC 

than on filled PC, thus revealing that there are less obstacles impairing the tip indentation 

inside the fractured empty PC. We tentatively hypothesize that the cargo, well bound to the 

PC capsid, prevents the tip from indenting inside the virus.

Mechanics of empty and cargo-loaded EX structures

During the transition from PC to EX, the SP domains release the CP and escape from the 

capsid, resulting in empty EX particles.24 However, in the case of loaded particles the SP 

fused to EGFP or CelB structures cannot escape and become free inside the EX after 

detaching from the capsid wall. We analyzed the mechanics of three expanded protein cages 

(empty, CelB- and EGFP-EX) to establish differences between them. Fig. 5A shows a 

representative nanoindentation curve performed on a CelB-EX, with the AFM images before 
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(Fig. 5A, top right) and after the tip-induced breakage (Fig. 5A, bottom right). Statistical 

analysis of the mechanical properties of the three EX types showed that whereas cargo 

increased rigidity, εcritical did not vary (Fig. 5B). Compared with the AFM data for CelB-PC, 

the lack of influence of this cargo on EX brittleness is likely related to the detachment of SP 

domains that connected CelB tetramers to the shell, which no longer represent a geometrical 

constraint. EGFP monomers and CelB tetramers remained unanchored, free to diffuse within 

the EX cage (Fig. 5C). This might justify why the full EX particles do not differentiate from 

the empty ones in the post-fracture nanoindentation patterns: both particles reach low 

deflection values as soon as they are broken (Fig. S4†). In contrast with PC structures, the 

cargo is unbound from the capsid shell. We hypothesize that proteins can diffuse out as soon 

as the capsid is cracked and they do not impair the tip indentation in the fractured shell. In 

addition, the mechanical properties (i.e., breaking force and rigidity) of EX increased 

significantly in comparison with PC, as a consequence of the stabilization gained by the 

VLPs during capsid maturation (Table S1, Fig. S2 and S4†).22

Because no permanent structural contacts exist between the cargo and the capsid shell in EX 

capsids, the increased rigidity in EX (Fig. 5B, top) could be due to an osmotic pressure 

arising from the different concentration between the inner shell and the surroundings. This 

difference would drive water molecules into the shell and increase the pressure of the cages. 

Alternatively, it might be caused by electrostatic repulsion between cargo molecules retained 

within the capsid. To determine which of these mechanisms was responsible for the capsid 

reinforcement, we modeled our system and performed new AFM experiments.

Pressurization of EX VLP

Regardless of its physical origin, we can estimate the magnitude of the internal pressure in 

loaded EX using the continuous elastic prediction for rigidity of a pressurized thin spherical 

shell indented by a point force.47

(1)

Here, τ = pR1/k0 is a dimensionless parameter that compares the relative relevance of 

pressure p against the elastic constant of the unpressurized shell, k0, and R1 the internal 

radius of P22 EX, considered effectively as a sphere (R1 = 29.1 Taking k0 = kEX = 0.21 N 

m−1, k1 = kEGFP-EX = kCelB-EX = 0.27 N m−1, and solving eqn (1) for p, an estimate of 3 ± 1 

MPa is obtained for the increase in internal pressure after cargo internalization, a value that 

was corroborated by Finite Element Simulations (Fig. S3B†).

The osmotic pressure generated from a freely moving cargo constrained to the EX interior 

depends on the nature of the interactions between the cargo molecules and between the 

cargo and the inner capsid wall. The simplest influence stems from steric interactions 

between cargo molecules and the fact that they cannot escape from the capsid. The irregular 

geometry of the cargo, enhanced by the presence of the SP linker and the helix–loop–helix 

motif attached to it, makes accurate quantification difficult. Its magnitude can nonetheless be 

estimated by modeling the cargo molecules as uncharged hard spherical colloids with an 
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effective radius RHS. In this approach, the expression for this “hard spheres” contribution to 

the osmotic pressure is48,49

(2)

where kB = 1.38 × 10−23 m2 kg K s−2 is the Boltzmann constant, T = 300 K is the 

temperature, ρ is the number density of the cargo inside the particle, and 

 is the packing fraction, defined as the volume occupied by the 

cargo divided by the available volume in the capsid (Tables 1 and S2†). This assumption 

allowed us to evaluate the effective hard sphere radius (RHS) needed to obtain the pressure 

values estimated in the experiments (eqn (1)).

Size exclusion chromatography coupled to multi-angle light scattering (SEC-MALS) 

indicated that, on average, the mass of loaded particles decreased slightly after expansion, as 

reported in previous studies.3 In our bulk experiments, loaded EX lost 20 CelB (16%) and 64 

EGFP (30%) monomers in comparison with their PC forms. This loss of material was 

probably related to defective particles. Shell defects, such as missing pentamers, allow cargo 

molecules to leave the cavity, and thus only the particles flawed or broken during thermal 

expansion would be responsible for this loss of average mass measured by SEC-MALS. 

AFM permits topographic characterization of each EX particle and resolves capsomeric 

defects, thus allowing the selection of intact particles that have presumably not lost any 

cargo molecules. Therefore, we assumed that in our AFM experiments PC and EX capsids 

contained the same amount of monomers, and we used the PC values to calculate the 

different packing factors and the effective radii.

In the case of CelB-EX, in which N = 128 ± 1 monomers were encapsulated per capsid and 

the estimated pressure was p = 3 ± 1 MPa, the effective radius was RHS(CelB) = 7.8 nm. For 

EGFP-EX, with N = 220 ± 5 monomers encapsulated and the same pressure as CelB-EX, 

the effective radius was RHS(EGFP) = 3.9 nm. These radii result in volumes slightly larger 

than CelB tetramers (10.1 × 10.1 × 5.7 nm3)50 and EGFP monomers (4.8 × 3.3 × 3.5 nm3)51 

(Table S2†). The slight overestimation of the hard-sphere radii over the characteristic 

dimensions of the cargo units is probably due to the presence of the SP and the linker 

attached to the cargo proteins, leading to effective excluded volumes that are larger than the 

actual volumes occupied by the bare cargo molecules.

A second contribution to the pressure could arise from the electrostatic repulsion between 

the cargo molecules or/and the cargo and the shell. The magnitude of this influence could be 

estimated in two ways, by considering a solution of N effective charged spheres in an 

electrolyte52 or through the concept of Donnan equilibrium.53 Both calculations led to 

theoretical pressure values that were negligible compared with the values obtained in our 

experiments (ESI†). The electrostatic contribution of natural cargos such as dsDNA has been 

detected in natural viral cages by altering the ionic strength or using a condensing agent such 

as spermidine to screen DNA–DNA repulsion, which reduces virus rigidity.19,20,54 To assess 
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the relevance of the electrostatic effects experimentally, we carried out AFM 

nanoindentations on loaded EX at low ionic strength and in the presence of spermidine (Fig. 

S5†). In both cases, particle stiffness did not change, which supported the hypothesis used in 

theory that the electric nature of the cargo made no significant contribution (ESI†).

Conclusions

Our data indicate that the presence of a cargo stiffens the cages in two different ways. In the 

case of PC, when the cargo is linked to the shell through the C-terminal SP motif, the capsid 

is reinforced structurally. For EX capsids, however, cargo–shell interactions are lost and the 

increase in rigidity is due to the different concentration of osmolyte (CelB tetramers or 

EGFP monomers) between the inside of the capsid shell and the surroundings. This different 

concentration drives water molecules inside the particle creating an osmotic pressure of ~30 

atm, a value comparable to the DNA-induced pressurization in natural viruses (40–60 atm 

for phi29,19,55 20 atm for lambda,56 10 atm for P22 phages,57,58 and 30 atm for human 

adenovirus20). We also found that geometrical constrains imposed by the tetrameric structure 

of the CelB cargo makes PC brittle.

Overall, our results show the interplay between the cargo and the shell contributes to the 

reinforcement of the capsid via different physical mechanisms. Understanding these 

mechanisms and their molecular determinants would permit the optimization of their 

performance and robustness in harsh environments and it is fundamental for their 

development as protective shields against proteases, desiccation and/or thermal 

destabilization.

Materials and methods

Biochemical and genetic analyses

Proteins were cloned, expressed and purified, and analyzed by size exclusion 

chromatography with multi-angle light scattering and refractive index detection was 

performed as described.3,4,7 Plasmids containing the genes for coat protein and cargo 

proteins of interest fused to scaffold protein (EGFP-SP3, CelB-SP25) were transformed into 

BL21 (DE3) Escherichia coli (Novagen) for protein expression. The transformed E. coli 
cells were grown to an OD600 = 0.6, induced with isopropyl b-D-thiogalactopyranoside 

(IPTG), and grown for an additional 4 h before cells were collected by centrifugation at 

4500 rpm. Cells were resuspended in PBS pH 7, lysed by sonication, centrifuged (at 12 000 

rpm) to remove cell debris, and virus particles were isolated by ultracentrifugation through a 

sucrose cushion. The resuspended pellet was further purified on a Sephacryl (S-500; GE 

Healthcare) size exclusion column in PBS pH 7 (1 ml min−1). For SEC-MALS analysis, 

samples were analyzed on a Dawn 8 instrument (Wyatt Technologies, Santa Barbara, CA). 

Samples were separated by Agilent 1200 HPLC on a WTC-0200S size exclusion column 

(Wyatt Technologies) and monitored with a UV-Vis detector (Agilent), a Wyatt HELEOS 

Multi Angle Laser Light Scattering (MALS) detector, a quasi-elastic light scattering detector 

(QELS), and an Optilab rEX differential refractometer (Wyatt Technologies). The Wyatt 

Astra 6 software determined the average molecular weight (Mw) and radius of gyration (Rg) 

values.
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Cryo-EM and image processing

Samples (5 ml) were applied to Quantifoil R 2/2 holey grids, blotted, and plunged into liquid 

ethane. Cryo-EM images were recorded under low-dose conditions with a FEI Eagle CCD 

camera using a Tecnai G2 electron microscope equipped with a field emission gun operating 

at 200 kV and at a detector magnification of 69 444× (2.16 Å per pixel sampling rate).

General image processing operations were performed using Xmipp,59 and graphics were 

produced using UCSF Chimera.60 The Xmipp automatic picking routine was used to select 

particles. Defocus was determined with CTFfind61 and CTF phase oscillations were 

corrected in the images by flipping them in the required lobes. Homogeneous populations 

were selected by two-dimensional classification using the Xmipp CL2D reference-free 

clustering routine.62 Published structures of P22 PC and EX (PDB 2XYY and 2XYZ)21 

were filtered to 30 Å, size-scaled and used as initial models for their respective samples. The 

Xmipp iterative projection matching routine63 was used to determine and refine the particle 

origin and orientation. For the CelB tetramer, an artificial noise model was used as starting 

reference for parallel iterative angular refinement using the EMAN program.64 Once 

converged, the resulting model was selected and refined using the Xmipp iterative projection 

matching routine. For PC, EX and CelB, 90% of the particles were included in the final 

3DR, and resolution was assessed by FSC between independent half dataset maps (Fig. 

S1†). The final map of the CelB tetramer included 11 432 particles, and resolution for the 

0.5 and 0.3 criteria was 16.4 and 14.5 Å, respectively. The UCSF Chimera fitting routine 

was used to dock the crystallographic models of PC, EX, SP and Pyrococcus b-glucosidase 

CelB (PDB 2XYY, 2XYZ, 2GP8 and 3APG, respectively) in the cryo-EM maps. The 3D 

reconstructions are deposited in the Electron Microscopy Data Bank (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/

pdbe/emdb) with accession no. EMD-3171 (empty PC), EMD-3172 (EGFP-PC), EMD-3173 

(CelB-PC), EMD-3174 (empty EX), EMD-3175 (EGFP-EX), EMD-3176 (CelB-EX) and 

EMD-3177 (CelB tetramer).

AFM

AFM experiments were performed as described,45 using a Nanotec Electrónica microscope 

(Madrid, Spain) operating in jumping mode plus.65 Imaging forces were maintained below 

150 pN. Rectangular silicon-nitride cantilevers (RC800PSA, Olympus, Center Valley, PA) 

with a nominal spring constant of 0.05 N m−1 were calibrated before each measurement by 

Sader’s method.66 Experiments were carried out under standard buffer conditions (100 mM 

phosphate, 50 mM NaCl, pH 7) at a controlled temperature of 17 °C. A 20 ml drop of 

diluted stock solution was incubated on previously silanized glass coverslips. Cleaning and 

functionalizing of glass surfaces was performed as described.42 After 30 min, the sample 

was washed with buffer solution to a volume of 90 ml. AFM images were processed with 

WSxM software. AFM control experiments were performed under two conditions, at low 

ionic strength (50 mM phosphate, 25 mM NaCl, pH 7) and with 1 mM spermidine (100 mM 

phosphate, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM spermidine, pH 7). Details of the procedure are found in the 

ESI.†

Nanoindentation was done at a loading rate of 60 nm s−1 with forward elongation of 100 nm. 

Force-vs.-indentation curves (FIC) were obtained from force-vs.-Z-piezo curves as 
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reported.45 The elastic constant was obtained by fitting the initial linear part of each FIC. 

Breaking force and critical indentation were measured with WsxM_ENREF_65.67 A 

summary of the number of particles and average values of the mechanical properties 

analyzed are detailed in the ESI.†
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Fig. 1. 
Synthesis of P22 nanocages and the expanded morphology of the P22 capsid. (A) P22 capsid 

maturation. P22 viral-like particles (VLP) are produced as procapsids (PC), which are 

transformed into an expanded shell form (EX) by heating at 65 °C for 20 min. (B) Assembly 

of P22 VLP with different cargos. Co-expression of coat protein (CP, yellow) with N-

terminal truncated scaffold protein (SP, blue) fused to EGFP (green) or CelB monomers 

(red) leads to VLP assembly as PC with encapsulated cargo. VLP assembly is facilitated by 

an interaction of the essential SP C-terminal domain and CP subunits, which leads to 

encapsulation of SP-fused proteins. For clarity, EGFP and CelB are shown as monomers.
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Fig. 2. 
Three-dimensional cryo-EM reconstructions of empty, EGFP- and CelB-loaded P22 capsids. 

(A) Cryo-EM of (left to right) empty PC, EGFP-loaded PC (EGFP-PC), CelB-loaded PC 

(CelB-PC), empty EX, EGFP-loaded EX (EGFP-EX) and CelB-loaded EX (CelB-EX). Bar, 

50 nm. (B) Surface-shaded representations of the outer surfaces, viewed along an 

icosahedral twofold axis, of P22 PC (top) and EX (bottom). Outer surfaces of empty and 

loaded PC and EX are similar at this resolution. Symbols indicate icosahedral symmetry 

axes. Bar, 25 nm. (C) Central sections from the 3DR viewed along a twofold axis of T = 7 

empty PC (left), EGFP- (center) and CelB-PC (right). Darker shading indicates higher 

density. Arrows indicate some densities due to the SP C-terminal region in the PC internal 

surface (note that these densities are reduced in the CelB-PC central section). (D) Central 

sections from the 3DR viewed along a twofold axis of T = 7 empty EX (left), EGFP- 

(center) and CelB-EX (right). (E) Radial density profiles of 3DR of empty PC, EGFP- and 

CelB-PC, empty EX, and EGFP- and CelB-EX. PC (top) and EX shells (bottom) are 

essentially superimposable. In PC, a cargo shell spans radii from 107 to 216 Å. Vertical lines 

indicate PC (298 Å) and EX external radii (324 Å).
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Fig. 3. 
AFM topographies of P22 particles. (A) AFM images of empty PC, EGFP-PC, CelB-PC, 

empty EX, EGFP-EX and CelB-EX. Each image was normalized to its maximum height. 

(B) Heights of empty PC, EGFP-PC, CelB-PC, empty EX, EGFP-EX and CelB-EX after 

adsorption. Percentages indicate the ratio between average height as measured by AFM and 

nominal height based on 3D cryo-EM reconstructions. Dashed lines indicate nominal PC 

and EX outer diameters.
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Fig. 4. 
Structure and mechanical properties of P22 PC. (A) (Left) Typical force-vs.-indentation 

curve (FIC) of an EGFP-PC. Particle rigidity (k) and critical deformation (dcritical) can be 

calculated from the nanoindentation. Critical strain (ecritical), which provides information 

about particle deformation before breakage, is defined as the ratio between the critical 

indentation and particle height (inset). (Right) AFM topographies of the PC before (top) and 

after nanoindentation (bottom). A profile of the particle along its center is the inset in each 

image (bottom left). (B) Comparison of the average rigidity (top) and fragility (bottom) of 

empty and loaded PC. (C) Analysis of CP–SP interactions in empty and EGFP- and CelB-

PC. PC viewed down a twofold axis from inside, with docked SP helix–loop–helix motif 

(right half). Empty PC shows the CP atomic model (yellow) in the shell and the SP motif in 

the SP density (blue; inset); the SP density is shown in EGFP-PC (green; center) and in 

CelB-PC (red; right). (D) Scheme of PC showing the organization of CelB tetramers (red, 

top) and EGFP monomers (green, bottom) fused to SP (black lines).
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Fig. 5. 
Mechanical characterization of EX capsids. (A) Typical FIC of a CelB-EX. Inset, aligned 

profiles of particle topographies before (black) and after (green) breakage. Right, CelB-EX 

images before (top) and after breakage (bottom). (B) Comparison of the average rigidity 

(top) and fragility (bottom) of empty and loaded EX. (C) Scheme of EX showing cargo units 

as diffusing entities within the protein shell (colors as in Fig. 4).
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Table 1

Interactions that modulate P22 PC and EX mechanics. In PC, the cargo is constrained to the vicinity of the 

shell, whereas unattached cargo in EX moves freely inside the shell, creating osmotic pressure

Physical origin

CelB-PC EGFP-PC CelB-EX EGFP-EX

Structural reinforcement Steric interactions

Capsid volume (nm3) 46 452 71 936

#Cargo/capsid 32 224 32 224

Packing factor % 45 36 29 23

Pressure (MPa) — — 3 ± 1 3 ± 1
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